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I11 Order to perceive apparemlt motioll, lt is lleCeSSary t｡ detemille the ｡OrrCSpOIldeIICe betweell
the objects presented across time a-ld space (the correspondence problem; Ullman, 1979)I In
additio叫the intemal representatiorlS Of appare･ltly moving Objects are fbrmed in the apparellt
motion path, which lacks any physical inputs･ This research investlgated the depth i品,rmati0-, of
movl1-g 3-D (,bjects represented in apparent motion path in the case that visual systems solve the
c｡町eSPOndence pr｡blem･ The experiment examined how probe objects brieHy presented in the
motion path a鵬cted me perceived motion direction in an ambi糾OuS apparent motion display.
These objects comprised 3-D shaded (convexlconcave) hemispheres orJ2-D (肘t) circles while the
movmg objects were collVeX hemispheres･ The reslllts t,∫ experiments showed that the probe depth
information did not affect motion direction pcrceptlOn･ Therefore, it can be comluded that are
utilized ill COrreSp｡ndence solvillg process, me internal representatioIIS Only containlng the 2-D
infbrmatioll in apparent motion path･
Key words: apparellt mOtioll言nterllal representation, the correspolldell(,e 1,rOhle叫SIlape
血om shadi,lg
lntroduction
When two lights that are spatially apa証lom each other are altemately turned on arld o∬ at
an optimal interval, obseⅣers o血en perceive motion between these two lights･ This pllenOmenOn
is called apparent motion (Wertheimer, 1912)･ In order to perceive apparent motion言t is
necessary to determine correspondence between the objects that are presellted across time and
space･ This problem is referred to as the correspondence problem (Ullman, 1979)･ It was pointed
Out that the correspondence problem was mainly solved with proximlty Or distance betweell
moving objects (Kolers, 1972; Burt 堤 Spelling, 1981 ; Ullman, 1978; Scholl, 2001). In panicular,
Ullman (1978) investigated the manner in which objects were corresponded using an ambiguous
apparent motion display･ In this display, the visual systems must solve the correspondence
problem in order to decide perceived motion directions･ He fbund that observers perceived
apparent motion based not on the perceived three-dimensional (3-D) distance but the oll retinal
or physical two-dimensional (2-D) distance information (see also Mutch. Smith, a Yonas, 1983)･
Marl (1982) also indicated that low-level representations provided hy local features (bar, edge,
blob, etc･) are utilized in the correspondence solvillg PrOCeSS･ Similarly, Dawson (1991) suggested
that the conespondence problem is solved with 2-D coordinate system, whereas the motion
quality or the appearance of traJeCtOries is related to higher一〇rder processlng lIICluding 3-D
prope巾ies･
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It has been know'1, mOreOVer占hat intemal representations of movlng Objects are completed
in the motion path in which any physical inputs is abse叫and these representations mediate the
apparent motion perception (Kolers, 1972; Kolers 氏 von Grhau, 1976; Shepard 皮 Judd言976;
Robins & Shepard, 1977)〟 Shepard 皮 Zare (1983) demonstrated that the trajectory of an
((
apparent motion was changed with interpolating a motion path, known as path-紳ided motion･
Yantis & Nakama (1 998) also fbund that the letter discrimination pe品rma･lCe Was interrupted
when a letter was presented in the apparent motion path･ Another researches con血med the
existence of the intemal representation through the object recognition task (Komzi 氏 Shi冊ar,
1997, 1999) or the attentive tracking task (Shioiri, Cavanagh, Miyamoto, & Ya糾Chi, 2000)･ The
neurophysiologlCal血ding also revealed that there were overlapplng COnical activation of the
human motion processing complex (MT+ ) and Lateral occipital complex (LOG), which is
considered to mediate the object recognltlOn, When paniclpantS ObseⅣed the apparent motion
path (Liu, Slotnick, &Yantis, 2004)･　　　　　　　　　　　　,
Almost all the researches concemlng the correspondence problem have mainly invest.Sated
spatial components regarding the depth infbrmation･ However, depm infbrmation contained in
the representation of movmg objects has not been explored thus far･ In the traditional research
about apparent motion, it has been suggested that the Form processmg play a secondary role in
the coHeSPOndence solving process (Kolers, 1972)〟 Moreover言t was also indicated that the
comespondence problem was solved with a 2-D image (Ullman, 1978; Mulch et al, 1983)i If we
assume that internal representation mediates the apparent motion perceptlOn hy completing the
lack of physical inputs in motion path言t would be possible that the perceptual representation of
movlng Objects is also a 2-D image in the apparent motion path in correspondence solving
process･ In order to co血- the validity of this possibility, the current research investlgateS the
manner in which visual systems represent 3-D movlng Objects in the apparent motion path in
comeSpOndence solving process･
General method
With regard to the stimuli, we used shaded hemispheres (Ramachandran, 1988: Kle柵er &
Ramachandran, 1992: see Fi糾re 1) in order to demo the dimensionality and therefbre the 3-D
and 2-D objects were denoted by the shaded and unshaded regions reSPeCtively･ It was con鱒-ed
that obseⅣers perceived the shaded鯖糾reS aS Convex Or Concave 3-D objects depending on the
location of the shaded reglOn, While the figures without the shaded reg10m always appeared to be
Hat. Hence, We were able to easily manipulate the shape of objects - 2-D or 3-D (convex or
concave) - by changing the shaded regions･ This also enabled us to e胱ctively exclude other
3-D cues, such as occlusion or disparlty,五〇m the stimuli･
Since the object in the apparent motion path is intemally represented in the brain㍉t is
necessary to employ some indirect methods in order to investlgate the shape of the intemal
representation. Since completed帥ed-in objects can inte脆re with the perception Of objects in the
motion path (Yantis & Nakama, 1998), We can estimate the propeny of the object representation
in the apparent motion path hy analyzlng the perceptual interference in terms of the objects
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inserted in the motion path･ Therefore, in this research we investlgated the manner in which 2-D
or 3-D probe objects presented in the apparent motion path modiq motion perception (Foster,
1975)･
The cument rese紬Ch investigated whemer he probe objects (me 2-D or 3-D images insened)
a胱cted me perceived direction of apparent motion in -bi糾ou§ app紬ent motion display･ As
mentioned above, Visual systems must solve the coHeSpOndence problem in血s display･ We used
a reliable measmement mat was well-established in the previous study on the process solving
directiond coHeSpOndence (Shimojo 氏 Nakayama, 1 990) ･ They investigated me motion direction
perceptlOn by using a bistable apparent motion display ln Which血e relative distance between me
ve誼cal and horizontd pams decisively a鵬cted me perceived direction (Fi糾re 2)･ This was
端締雛糟欝　　　　轍融　　　　端輔搬激醐
1喝ure 1. Examples of shape血Om shadhg･ The雌circle誼en appears to be a convex hemisphere,
the center circle is perceived as nat, and the right circle appears to be a concave hemisphere･
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F''gure 2･ Bistable apparent motion display･ (a) Targets appear alternately at t.ime tl and t2･ (b) Percept.ions
of the bistable motlOn display･ Observers誼en perceive either horlZOntal or vertical motlOn･
(C) Predicted sh沌in小e psychomedc請nction･ If me perception of ve誼cd motion becomes domina中心e
請nction plo的d wim me HIV ratio shi鮎as indicated by an empty anow･ A糾ed aHOW indicates me criticd
HIV ratio where the proportions of horizontal and ve誼cal motion are equal (see also the results of
Experiment 1) 〟
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rererred to as the H/V ratio. When the H/V ratios are large (close to 1), that is, the distance or the
hohzontal path is nearly the same as mat of the ve誼cal pa叫ve誼cal motion is dominandy
perceived･ In contrast, the smaller HIV ratios, where血e distance of the horizontal path is less than
mat of the ve誼cd path,鰭vor hohzontd motion･ A psychomedc curve can be plotted as a
請nction of the HIV ratios. This memod is considered to be use帥while researching slmilar toplCS
because the perceptual change in the motion direction can be detected through shifts in the
psychometric請nction･
Experiment 1
In Experiment 1, we investigated whether 2-D or 3-D probe objects modify the perceived
direction of a 3-D movlng Object in the bistable apparent motion display･ If me e胱cts of 3-D
probe objects are equlValent to mat of 2-D probe objects, we can assume mat血e representation
ーin he apparent motion path would be based on 2-D image prope血es in the conespondence
solving process･
Method
particをants and apparatus･ The I.ve participants (Tohoku University students) included the
author (Y.K.) and fop participants who were unaware of the aims of this experiment･ All had
normal or coHeCted vision. The stimuli were presented on a CRT display (Mitsubishi, Diamond
M2, 17 inch)/with a resolution of 1280 × 1024 pixels and a re仕esh rate of 85 Hz･ A customized
PC (Apple Macintosh Power Mac G4) was used in order to conml血s experiment･
stimuli. We used convex hemispheres as movlng Objects and a convex, concave hemisphere
and Hat circle as probe objects (See Figme 1)･ The diameter of each stimulus was O･48 dog at the
.bservation distance of 95.5 cm. The luminance values of these stimuli were as follows: The
luminance vdue of the movlng Convex hemisphere ranged between 37･9 cdlm2 and 16･21 cdl
m2 (Michelson con血st was 0.40日he average luminance value was 27･06 cdlm2), that of the
shaded probe hemisphere (convex or concave) ranged between 33･92 cdlm2 and 18･89 cdlm2
(Michelson contrast was O･28声he average luminance value was 26･68 cdlm2), and me luminance
values of the Hat stimulus was 27･07 cd/m2･ Although the probe technique is usehll For estimatmg
the internal representation of apparently motion objects (Foster, 1975; Robins a Shepard, 1 977),
血ere is a possibility that probes a能ct the apparent motion perception itself (Mcbeath 皮 Shepard,
1989). In order to investigate the interaction between the moving and probe objects言t was
necessaly that the pamclpantS perceive the apparent motion only with the movlng Objects･
Ther誼're, We diminished the comrast of the probe objects relative to that of the movlng Objects･
This operation succes#Jly induced me pa誼clpantS tO perceive me ordin紺y apparent motion
between me two movlng Objects even with the probe objects･ The訂ay background luminance
was 21.08 cdlm2. The ve血cd separation of moving objects was maintained at a constant (2･5
dog) and the horizontal separation was altered to one of the foHowing values, 1, 1･26, 1･5, 1･74,
2･04, 2･28 or 2･4 deg･ Thus, the HIV ratio was ranged between O･4 and O･95･ We did not use
the condition in which HIV ratio was 1 because it has been known that the ve誼cal motion is
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dominandy perceived in case mat the horizontal and ve血cal distance is equd (Ramachandran &
Anstis, 1983)i
Procedure･ Figure 3 illustrates the experimental procedure･ A trial was initiated when the
pamclpantS hit the stan button･ The experiment began with a blank screen･ A丑er 1500 mg, a
fixation polnt appeared for 500 ms at the center of the screen･ An apparent motion display was
then presented. Framαl consisted of two movlng Objects; one was located in the upper舶area
and the omer in the lower right組ea Of the screen･ The positions of me two movlng Objects were
reversed in Frame 2. The血st血ame of the movlng Objects was randomly chosen五〇m these two
血anes at the initiate of each血al･ These two血ames were altemately presented three times･ The
stimulus onset asynchrony (SOA) was 300 ms･ An inter一輪me was insened between Frames 1 and
2, and it appeared for 1 1 ･76 ms ( - one vertical sweep interval)･ The inter-Hame comprised fou
probe objects mat were constantly located at the center of the motion path･ We presented me
lowrcontrast probe objects as brie餌y as possible so that the pa誼clpantS COuld perceive the
I
apparent motion only with me two movlng Objects･ In the ve誼cal path, One of the three kinds of
probe objects (convex, concave, or 餌at) was presented; on the other hand言n the hohzontal pa叶
Only the convex objects were insened･ Thus, we provided mree conditions in a mndomized order
depending on the kind of probe objects･ At me end of me total display period of 3･86 S, the
pamclpantS Were asked to judge whether ve誼cal or hohzontal motion was dominantly perceived
by presslng One Of'the two buttons･
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Fb'gure 3. Experimental design for Experiment 1 and 2･ Two movmg objects were alternately presented in
Frames 1 and 2, and fou probe objects were located at the center of the motion path between these frames
as the inter五ame. The convex hemispheres were constan叫presented in both me horizontal motion paths･
In con血ast, One of me thee kinds of probe objects (convex, concave, or批t) was presented in bom me
ve血cal motion paths･
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The experiment was conducted in a dark room･ At me beginnlng Of he expehment･ the
pa誼clpantS Were asked to co誼rm if hey co血d perceive血e depm in me case of me shaded
stimuli and he absence of depth in me case of血e nat stimJus･皿pamclp-tS repOned that血ey
perceived the depth or the lack of it･ Then, the first practice session was conducted to ensue that
the particlpantS experienced spontaneous reversals of motion direction and completely
understood the task･ The panlClp孤ts obseⅣed he apparent motion display, which comprised
only Frames 1 and 2, and repo鵬d their responses･ The session consisted of Ibm repetition誼)I
each of me seven steps of horizontd separation in a randomized order･ In addition, me second
practice session was also conducted･ In this session, Frames 1 and 2 and me inte誼ame were
presented. The session composed of 126 trials (six repetitions x seven se申rations x three
conditions). Thus, We conducted a relatively long practice session in order to reduce the
persistence of spec愉c motion perceptlOn Since it was known血at hysteresis occuned in me
bistable apparent motion display (Ramachandran 氏 Anstis, 1983)･ Based on the data derived
血om the practice session, Only mose individuals did not appe紺tO have a large hysteresis e胱ct
participated in the experiment that consisted o描Ve sessions (420 trials) with each session
comprising 84 trials (four repetitions x seven separations x three probe conditions)･ A short
break of more than 5 min was glVen between the sessions･ The experiment was completed in
approxhately 1 ･25 h･
Results and discussion
The propo誼On of perceived motion that the pa誼clpantS judged as hohzonta唖,I each
condition was plo的d as a請nction of me HIV ratio･ The cuⅣe of me psychometric請nctions
changed Hem l･O to 0 as the H/V ratio increased･ The data of all the partlCIPantS Showed that
mere were no large d胱rences between Convex, Concave, and Flat･ For乱心er analysis, me
least-square analysIS method was applied to the data of each condition for each particIPant in
order to calcuate me criticd HIV ratio where me propo誼on of ``horizontal''responses is O･5
(shimojo 皮 Nakayama, 1990)･ Figme 4a shows the mean criticd HIV ratio of each condition
(勅　　　　　勘Ⅹ暮推龍m鍬nt 1
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F勘re 4. Results of experiments･ The mean criticd HIV ratios in each condition f♭r Expehment 1 and
Experiment 2 are shown in (a) and (b)声eSpeCtively･ Error bars denoted mean standard errors
(N-5)･
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(Flat - 0･64, Convex - 0･64, Concave - 0･69)･ An ANOVA revealed no sign誼cant e鵬cts of
the conditions ㈲2,8) - 0･59,p - 0･48)〟
These results clearly revealed that the depth information of the probe objects did not aff'ect
the perceived direction of the apparent motion･ The lack of di的rence between the conditions言n
pa止cular, between Flat and CoIIVeX Or Flat and Concave, suggested that the representation ill the
apparent motion path would00mprlSe 2-D image propenies without the use of 3-D i品)rmation･
Experiment 2
With regard to the results of Experiment 1 , a di範rent interpretation collld be considered･
Since the probe objects had relatively low-Contrast arld were presented fbr a veIY brier period,
these stimuli might not have substantial伽nction as probes･ Therefore, ln Order t｡ exclude this
possibility, we conducted allOther eXiperiment･ In this experimen申he contrast of the probe objects
was the same as that of the moving Objects･
Method
Parlic互,ants and apparatus･ The five, participants (Tohoku University stude,nts) included the
author (Y･K･) and fbur pa誼cipants who were unaware of the aims of this experimerlt･ Of these,
three pa正clpantS Were new tO the experiment･ All had normal or conected vision･ The apparatus
was identical to that or the previous experiment･
Stimuli and procedure･ The shaded probe objects had the same luminance values and
contrast as that Of the movlng Objects･ Although the probe objects appeared for a velY brief
duration (11･76 ms), the paHicipants were able t｡ perceive the probe objects ill this conditiorl･
Note that me pa誼clpantS COuld perceive the usIIal apparent motion between the two movlng
objects even in this colldition･ Except fbr this di触rence, the stimulus parameters and procedures
were idelltical to those in Experiment l･
Results and discussion
Similar to Experiment 1 , the propo五on of perceived motion that the paniclpantS judged as
horizontal was almost the same across all conditions. The critical HIV ratiorl Was Calculated in the
same way as in Experiment l･ Figure 4b shows the mean critical H/V ratio for each condition
(Flat - 0.6T Convex - 0.68, Concave - 0.68). An ANOVA revealed no signif:lcant effects of
the conditions (F(2,8) - 0･03,p - 0･97)I
These results reconnrmed that the depth infbrmation ｡f the probe Objects did not a胱ct the
perceived direction of apparent motion even when the luminance values alld the colltraSt Of the
probe objects was higher than those in Experiment 1 ･ Based on the mdings of Experiment 1 and
2, we can suggest that the representation in the apparent motion path would be composed mainly
of 2-D propenies･
General Discussion
The present study investlgated the depth information contained in the internal
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representations of movlng 3-D objects in the apparent motion pa叫which have Ilo COmeSPOnding
visual inputs, ln the correspondence solving process･ In Experiment 1, by using an ambi糾OuS
apparent motion display, We investigated the manner in which the shaded probe objects a胱cted
the motion direction perceptlOn･ The results illustrated that the depth infbrmation of the probe
objects did not have any e胱ct on the perceived direction of the apparent motioll･ Experiment 2
co1品rmed that the results of Experiment 1 were invariance with he intensity Or the saliency of the
probe objects. These mdings suggested that the representatioll Of the movlng Objects would be
like an image without depth information concem.ng the corresponde-e solving process･
In the cunent research, we very brieHy presented the probe objects, whose contrast was the
same with or lower than the movlng Objects･ This procedure successfully induced the partic･pants
to perceive the apparent motion between the two moving ｡bjects･ Co†.sequen塙the similar results
were obtained regardless of the illteIISlty Of the probe objects･ Therefbre, lt Can be asslImed that
the probe objects did not deteriorate the normal apparent motion perce叫on hetweell the movlng
objects･
The previous researches about apparent mOtioll perCeptlOn have shown that the
correspolldence problem was mainly solved with the proximlty Of the distance betweell mOVll-g
objects (Kolers, 1972; Bun 堤 Sperlirlg, 1981; Scholl, 2001)〟 Especially言t was pointed out that
2-D depth int'omation is utilized for the correspondence solving process regarding spatial depth
illformatiol- (Ullman, 1978, Mutch et al, 1983)･ The current research revealed that the
representation of movmg 3-D objects in motion path comprised ollly 2-D prope高es in ambiguous
apparent motion display･ Therelbre, lt Can be assumed that the visual systems utilize the commoll
depth information both the object representation and spatial components in the correspondence
solving process･
Whereas our cmrellt results in line with the viewpoint that only 2-D ir血,rmation is used fbr
the correspondence problem言t has been also kllOWn that apparent motion was perceived with
3-D i晶,rmation (Atteneave 皮 Block, 1973; Foster, 1975, 1978; Shepard & Judd, 1976; Greell
& Odom, 1983; Koriat, 1994 Tse & Logothetis, 2002)i Dawson (1991) pointed out that the
motion quality or the appearance of traJeCtOries is related to higller-Order processlng lnCludillg 3-D
properties･ The fluture dire(冗on of this study will be one that investlgateS the infbrmatioII
contained ill the intemal representation of apparently movIIlg Object in higher-order processlng
stage such as motion smoothness･ We have conducted some experime･ltS in this line (Hidaka,
Kawachi 皮 Gyoba言n submissioll)
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